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a b s t r a c t 

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) concept is one of the most promising technologies for healthcare 

applications. In WBANs, sensor nodes are capable of sensing, gathering the human body signs and send- 

ing them to the HUB; the communication between nodes and HUB is called as intra-WBAN communica- 

tions. Inter-WBAN communication manages all HUBs for communications of various WBANs. WBANs have 

inherently heterogeneous structures and limited energy sources, and also, installation/configuration net- 

work management processes are increasingly quite complex. New approaches are required to implement 

WBANs in order to overcome these challenges. We propose the Software Defined Networking (SDN) ap- 

proach aims at constructing a flexible and manageable structure for inter-WBAN communications. There- 

fore, a new SDN-enabled WBAN architecture with HUBsFlow interface protocol is proposed in this paper. 

The proposed architecture provides a flexible, manageable, and an energy sensitive structure. Hence, a 

controller that is a key component for SDN undertakes all management and control processes about net- 

work. HUBsFlow interface protocol is utilized on the controller that provides the communications among 

the controller and HUBs in inter-WBAN communications. All components, protocols, and algorithms of 

the proposed architecture are developed and simulated using Riverbed Modeler software. Throughput, 

delay, packet loss ratio, bit error rate, and energy consumption parameters are taken into account for 

performance evaluation of the proposed architecture. The results show that the proposed architecture 

outperforms when comparing with traditional WBAN architecture and satisfies IEEE/ISO 11073 service 

quality requirements. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

WBAN has a heterogeneous network architecture consisting of

any sensor nodes, and each node has different tasks and func-

ions. The sensor nodes collect, process and transmit the data to

he HUB. HUB is a central node or coordinator in WBAN that man-

ges several sensor nodes. The data usually can be the vital signs

nd some environment variables [1,2] . The most significant short-

ge of WBAN is the complexity of the network management func-

ions resulting from the limited resources and physical environ-

ents that they have [3,4] . Various data traffic from heterogeneous

ensor nodes are transmitted to the target at different sampling

imes, so the heterogeneity of the network traffic flow makes the

ervice quality requirements and network management more com-

lex. 

SDN is a new network approach that has been put forward

o ensure that the control and the data planes existing together

n the traditional network infrastructure are abstracted from each
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ther. With the SDN approach, the control and the management

rocesses logically converge at a central point, and the network

ontrol and the management processes become more flexible and

asier [5–8] . 

One of the popular topics for solving the network complexity is

hought to be the solution of the SDN approach to the WBAN ar-

hitecture. As a result of the SDN approach, the WBAN architecture

SD-WBAN) in this study allows the entire network to be managed

ia a controller [9] . By the way, a new energy-sensitive interface

rotocol (HUBsFlow) is developed with the SDN approach, instead

f a distributed protocol that causes too much energy consumption

mong inter-WBAN communications. The control and the manage-

ent operations on the HUBs are transferred to the controller and

he energy consumption of the HUB is reduced dramatically. In ad-

ition, with the help of the controller, the network control, and

he management operations are carried out from a central point

or providing dynamic, effective and efficient resource allocation. 

WBAN architecture has important problems, such as not being

ble to program sensors in real time, having many sensors with

anufacturer-specific architectures, having limited resources and 

imited memory, not being able to perform complex calculations,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2019.06.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2019.06.007&domain=pdf
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and not being able to implement multiple control algorithms. SD-

BAN was proposed as a solution to these problems. 

The proposed SD-WBAN architecture consists of three parts:

The first part is the SDN controller, which is responsible for the

network control and the management operations. All tasks per-

formed in this part take place in the control plane. In the second

part, the HUBs are located in the data plane that coordinate the

sensor nodes connected to them. The last part is the southbound

interface standard (HUBsFlow), which is responsible for the config-

uration and the management between the control plane and the

data plane. This study focuses on the HUBsFlow interface protocol

developed for WBAN architecture, for this reason OpenFlow proto-

col has been examined and developed using IEEE 802.15.6 standard

for SDN approach. The proposed architecture (SD-WBAN) is mod-

eled and simulated using Riverbed Modeler simulation software for

more realistic performance evaluation. 

The contributions of our study are listed as below; 

• We propose a software-defined wireless body area network

architecture to support application-specific requirements of

WBAN, named as SD-WBAN. 

• For the SD-WBAN architecture, a software-defined controller

with three different management algorithms as topology

discovery, slot allocation, and channel bonding is designed.

The topology discovery algorithm is responsible for topology

management, the slot allocation algorithm is responsible for

medium access of the sensor nodes, and the channel bond-

ing algorithm is responsible for prioritization. 

• The real-time variation of the sensor nodes and network

topology functions is achieved by the flow definition rules

defined on the controller. 

• Being distributed of the control and the management pro-

cesses is a major problem for inter-WBAN communications.

In order to overcome this problem, all control and manage-

ment operations are performed by the controller. 

• With the transfer of all control and management processes

to the controller, the HUB tasks are reduced and simplified

and so the HUB becomes a simple forwarding node. There-

fore, the energy consumption and the delay ratios are re-

duced considerably. 

• For the performance evaluation of the SD-WBAN, a simu-

lation model is designed using Riverbed Modeler software.

The HUBsFlow interface protocol is developed for enabling

the controller to communicate with the HUBs, and the con-

troller is modeled that is a control plane element to perform

all network control and management operations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , the

literature about the WBAN and the SDN is given. The SDN solu-

tion for WBANs is presented in Section 3 . In Section 4 the pro-

posed SD-WBAN architecture and the HUBsFlow Interface Protocol

are given in detail. The performance analysis of the SD-WBAN is

given in Section 5 . The conclusions of the paper are discussed in

Section 6 . 

2. Related works 

Although there are plenty of studies that pertain to the WBAN

and the SDN in the literature, few examples of the studies that

consider the SDN based WBAN can be found. In [10] , the authors’

paper is about SDN e-health network, and they propose SDN based

Context-Aware Mobile Approach (CAMA). Their paper presents a

network infrastructure based on the SDN paradigm for improving

the dependability and reliability of the eHealth biofeedback sys-

tems. Silva et al. [10] suggest a three-tier software-defined WBAN

network architecture, with clear separation of data and control

planes when examined. However, they introduce flow tables and
ther modules without simulation, emulation or experimental re-

lization. It is also observed that the performance analysis is not

erformed, only a framework approach is recommended. Unlike

his work, a new approach is proposed by using the 802.15.6 proto-

ol which is standardized for WBAN in the simulation environment

nd performance analyzes are performed in Riverbed Modeler soft-

are in our study. 

The authors of [11] conduct a paper on effective and reliable

ata transmission in software-defined wireless body area networks

or the virtual hospital. Software-defined an efficient data distribu-

ion system with a secure network authentication protocol called

erberos for a virtual hospital system is proposed. The authors of

12,13] develop a WBAN application with three different scenar-

os for medical environments. With the developed hardware and

oftware, the medical data obtained from the wireless sensors are

ollected in a central node and then transferred to local and wide

etwork environments respectively. In the project called CodeBlue,

s conducted at Harvard University, the application possibilities of

ireless Sensor Networks in the field of medicine are investigated

sing MICA nodes in [14] . The aim of their paper is to record SPO 2 

nd ECG signals belonging to many individuals. Their study can

e used as an emergency messaging system in emergency depart-

ents of the hospitals and the disaster areas. 

The increasing importance of WBAN from medical applica-

ions to entertainment is talked in [15] . The authors say that

BAN technology provides real-time and reliable data transmis-

ion for medical personnel. The upper limit of IEEE 802.15.6 stan-

ard is tried to determine with optimizing packet size. An analyti-

al model is developed for performance evaluation of IEEE 802.15.6

ased WBAN in [16] . The authors provide a standard by using the

robability approach in the paper. According to the simulation re-

ults, while the priority nodes are starving, the nodes below the

aturation level are mostly evaluated by the high-power distribu-

ion unit. The authors of [17] deal with the IEEE 802.15.6 standard

or wireless communication with extremely low power require-

ents, at speeds up to 10 Mbps around any living tissue in short-

ange fields. In their paper, reliability analysis with CSMA/CA-based

BAN under saturation condition and discrete time Markov model

or transaction volume are developed. The authors of [18] intro-

uce the different protocols that the IEEE 802.15.6 standard uses

or resource allocation. 

In order to achieve better performance results for WSAN (Wire-

ess Sensor Actuator Network) systems, an interface protocol called

SANFlow, which is responsible for all communications between

he SDN controller (SDNC) and the SDN oriented end devices, is

roposed by authors of [19] . The proposed SDNC can perform all

etwork control and management operations. As a result, using the

SANFlow interface protocol, the SDN controller can optimize the

nstructions to be delivered, manageable and efficient to the end

evices. The authors of [20] propose SDN-enabled wireless sensor

nd actuator network architecture that has a new routing discovery

echanism. This new routing decision approach that can change

he existing path during data transmission using a fuzzy-based Di-

kstra’s algorithm. The authors of [21] work on Software Defined

obile Networks (SDMN) and put forward the concept of SDMN.

y focusing on software-defined design for radio access networks,

he requirements of the SDMN architecture are addressed. They an-

lyze the fundamental problems of architectural radio access net-

orks presented as SDMN concept and give valid solutions for

DMN and standardization activities. The authors of [22] work on

he SDN approach of wireless networks. In their study, the SDN

rchitecture is examined in the context of wireless network and

eneral information about main design models is given. 

When the studies in the literature are examined, there is no

BAN architecture is found that is based on ISO/IEEE 11073 service

uality requirements, and integrated with the SDN approach, and
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Fig. 1. The SDN architecture. 
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lso supports inter-WBAN communications. In this paper, to show

ff these novelties, a simulation environment is constructed and

ach individual has own WBAN and a controller that controls these

BANs are designed. 

. The SDN solution for the WBANs 

The SDN approach has recently attracted a great deal of at-

ention in the academic and industrial communities. To overcome

he limitations of today’s network infrastructure, the SDN paradigm

roposes a separation of the data plane and the control plane un-

ike the traditional network architecture [5] and provides simplifi-

ation of the control and management operations of network [23] .

hus, the control plane ensures a dynamic, high-performance, ef-

cient and scalable communication infrastructure [24] . The SDN

rovides the ability to integrate and manage all network infras-

ructures via the centralized control panel architecture and a stan-

ardized interface. This allows changes to be made on existing

etwork infrastructures to be implemented much more quickly.

n addition, new technologies to be built on the network infras-

ructure are becoming easier to implement. This increases the ser-

ice performance and the resource utilization. Also, the SDN offers

 controllable, end-to-end real-time traceable and programmable

etwork infrastructure. Fig. 1 shows the basic architecture of the

DN approach. As shown in Fig. 1 , the architecture consists of the

ata plane, the control plane and the application plane. There are

lso southbound and northbound interfaces for communications

etween these planes [25,26] . 

The general characteristics of the SDN approach are; 

• Separation of the control and the data planes gives the net-

work the ability to be programmable and the abstraction of

the planes, 

• All network control and management tasks are transferred

to a central unit, this makes the network simpler and more

manageable. In this regard, the control and the management

functions on the HUBs in inter-WBAN communication are

transferred to the controller, so the energy efficiency of the

HUBs increases, 
• The controller that can define the flows to the HUBs trans-

forms the network to more dynamic and autonomous struc-

ture, 

• With the HUBsFlow interface protocol, the network control

and the management functions are transferred from HUBs

to the controller. 

. The proposed SD-WBAN architecture and HUBsFlow interface

rotocol 

This section describes the SD-WBAN architecture and its com-

onents. In this architecture, there are three different nodes; the

ontroller, the HUBs and the sensor nodes, with the HUBsFlow

nterface protocol which is the communication interface protocol

mong the nodes and the HUB at the control and data plane. The

tructure of the SD-WBAN architecture is detailed in Section 4.1 ,

nd the controller of the SD-WBAN architecture and its tasks are

escribed in Section 4.2 . In Section 4.3 SDN-enabled HUB are ex-

lained. The tasks of the HUBsFlow protocol are briefly described

n Section 4.4 and in Section 4.5 the IEEE 802.15.6 standard is given

n detail. Finally, an example scenario is given in Section 4.6 . 

.1. SD-WBAN approach 

The SD-WBAN approach is proposed to enable the WBAN archi-

ecture to become more flexible, faster, and programmable. In this

pproach, there are several WBAN sensor nodes for sensing the vi-

al signs, and HUBs that manage and coordinate each WBAN sensor

roup, and the controller that provides coordination and manage-

ent operations among these HUBs, and a gateway. WBANs consist

f the sensor nodes which have various tasks and priorities, and

UBs that coordinate those nodes for collecting the data from all

ensor nodes, and process and send the data to the relevant units.

f there is more than one WBAN, a coordinator is needed to man-

ge all HUBs who can manage the environment and ensure that

he appropriate channels or timeslots can be used fairly and effi-

iently. This is the most important goal of our work to integrate all

he HUBs for inter-WBAN communications with the controller that

ill take over the network management responsibilities. With this
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Fig. 2. General structure of the proposed SD-WBAN approach. 
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approach, it is aimed to gain a new perspective on WBAN architec-

ture. The designed controller undertakes coordination function be-

tween the HUBs and provides effective and efficient network man-

agement with the various network control operations. So, the con-

troller and the HUBs have to communicate in some cases. For this

purpose, a new interface protocol (HUBsFlow) is required for SD-

BAN communication. Fig. 2 shows the general structure of the

SD-WBAN. Based on the proposed SDN approach, each HUB be-

comes a simple wireless forwarding device. 

4.2. SD-WBAN controller 

The SD-WBAN architecture is built on top of the IEEE 802.15.6.

The IEEE 802.15.6 is standardized for WBANs as Physical/Datalink

MAC protocol. The main goal of the controller is the network man-

agement in this standard. The duties of the controller are listed

below; 

• Topology Discover: Each HUB periodically sends status in-

formation to the controller. The status information includes

slot information, gateway or destination address informa-

tion, packet priority, and packet size information. 

• Slot Allocation: The controller performs the most appropriate

slot assignment operations for the HUBs that are within the

coverage area of the controller or are subsequently covered.

The controller performs these assignments using the status

information database obtained from the HUBs. The slot as-

signment process to the HUBs is as follows; 

◦ Dynamic flow tables: The flow tables, which are the most

important contribution of the SDN approach, are gener-

ated by the controller and transmitted to the relevant

HUB nodes. The HUBs process the packets in their queues

with the help of flow tables (forward, drop). Thus, the

controller can intervene in real time and dynamically

with new flows to the HUBs. This approach enables the

HUBs to access the environment through a central node

in inter-WBAN communication. 

◦ Management Access Phase (MAP) Identifier: MAP iden-

tifiers refer to the controller-managed access phase de-

fined by the IEEE 802.15.6 standard for medium access

management. The types and details of the MAP are de-
scribed in Section 4.5 . m
• Channel Bonding: The channel bonding technique is per-

formed by the controller according to the status of the HUB

while maintaining the slot assignment operation. The Pack-

ets in the queues of the HUBs can sometimes be filled with

large data (ECG, EEG) and sometimes with urgent data with

high priority. Due to the limited channel capacity, the HUBs

cannot make efficient communication to meet QoS require-

ments. The channel bonding technique is used to solve this

problem. In this technique, the HUBs demand a communica-

tion channel with more bandwidth from the controller. The

controller assigns priority to the HUBs and allocates more

than one channel to the high priority HUBs. The HUBs with

high priorities can access the environment earlier, if there is

not enough channel. 

Channel bonding is a technique used for wireless networks.

ith the channel bonding process, adjacent channels are com-

ined as a single channel. As channel bandwidth increases with the

hannel bonding process, it is aimed to reduce packet transmission

imes. In Fig. 3 , the channel bonding mechanism is provided. As a

esult of the channel bonding, Packet 1 is sent in T time instead

f dividing the packet into two parts. In the chart without channel

onding mechanism, the transmission time of Packet 1 is seen as

T times. In our work, the channel bonding mechanism is carried

ut as follows: if the packet requires more than one time frame

ue to its size, the controller detects two adjacent time slots with

he help of the channel bonding algorithm. Then, at the beginning

f the adjacent time slot, the detection based approach is used to

nsure that the adjacent time slot is empty. If the adjacent time

lots are empty, the transmission process is initiated. 

The flow tables and MAP identifiers (MAP identifiers is de-

cribed in detail in Section 4.5 ) are generated by the controller

nd transmitted to the HUBs via beacon packets. MAP identifiers

re considered as the start and end time intervals of the MAP1 ac-

ess phase. SD-WBAN architecture is shown in Fig. 4 . The control

nd data planes are abstracted from each other, and a controller

s added to the network. The HUBs with sensor nodes are in the

ata plane, the controller is placed in the control plane. The HUBs

alk with the sensor nodes as intra-WBAN communications. Also,

he other HUBs communicate with controller as inter-WBAN com-

unications by using flow tables at the HUBs. 
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Fig. 3. Channel bonding technique. 

Fig. 4. The proposed SD-WBAN architecture with controller. 
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.3. SDN-enabled HUB 

In the proposed SD-WBAN architecture, HUBs have the task of

anaging sensor nodes connected to them, getting related data,

orting according to the priority levels, and transmitting these data

o the relevant units according to their order in the queue. The

rotocol architecture of the HUB’s main module is given in Fig. 5 . A

ew SDN layer is added with this approach which is built on IEEE

02.15.6. This layer contains forwarding, status information, and

ow tables. This layer periodically communicates with the con-

roller to transmit relevant information, and the behaviors of the

UBs are determined according to the commands in the flow ta-

le. The main components of SDN layer are listed below; 
• Status Collector: The status information of the relevant HUB

is recorded in this section. This information is period-

ically transmitted to the controller. The information in-

cludes slot information, gateway or destination address

information, packet priority and size information to be

sent. 

• Flow Tables: This section can be formed by the controller. It

contains information about what to do with the packet (for-

warding or dropping packets) when there is a flow in the

HUB. Table 1 shows the sample flow table used in the HUB-

sFlow interface protocol. The flow tables, which have three

fields (Match Rule, Action, and Statistics) process the incom-
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Fig. 5. SDN-enabled HUBs protocol architecture. 

Table 1 

Flow table in HUBsFlow interface protocol. 

HUB Match Rule Action Statistics 

Comparator ( = / � = ) Forward / Drop Number of packets 

1 = Forward 10 

2 �= Drop 15 

3 = Forward 25 
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SDN architecture consists of three different layers. The main

purpose in the SDN approach is to convert the HUBs in the data

layer into programmable nodes with the help of flow rules given

by the controller. The flow tables are saved in the HUBs. In this

context, the controller generates the flow rules with the help of

the topology discover algorithm and can transmit these flow rules

to HUBs via flow table. Given these considerations, it is not diffi-

cult to conclude that the integration of SDN technology into the

existing WBAN architecture is one of the vital approaches to the

new generation of WBAN systems. 

The flow tables are created by the controller and work on HUBs.

When a transmission request is received to the controller or peri-

odic status reports are received (topology discover), the flow tables

are updated in a possible change in the network. These flow tables

are transmitted to the corresponding nodes in the MAP1 access

phase, which is one of the access phases in the superframe struc-

ture of the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. As can be seen in Table 1 , the

flow tables are mainly composed of match rule, action and statis-

tics fields. The match rule section contains information about who

the packet came from and for whom. In Action section, it refers to

forward or drop action to be applied to the packet. In the statistics

section, statistical data about the packets are kept. 

4.4. HUBsFLOW interface protocol 

The southbound interface is responsible for communication be-

tween the data and control planes. With the traditional SDN ap-

proach, OpenFlow is the running protocol at the southbound inter-

face. OpenFlow was created for wired networks. OpenFlow is not

sufficient for low-power networks such as WBAN because of not

being energy-sensitive and having many rule-matching fields. To

solve this problem, Luo et al. [27] propose Sensor OpenFlow, Bera

et al. [28] develop SOFT-WSN, and Galluccio et al. [29] propose the

work of SDNWISE. However, these studies are designed for WSN

networks and do not support the IEEE 802.15.6 protocol, which has

become the standard for WBANs. Therefore, a new protocol must

be needed to develop for WBANs. 

Recently, several studies have been conducted on the adap-

tation of the SDN approach to the wireless networks [22,30,31] .

However, in these studies, it seems that the IEEE 802.15.6 stan-
ard, which became a standard in WBAN architecture for physical

nd data link layers, is not used. In this paper, a new southbound

nterface protocol (HUBsFlow) that is built on top of the IEEE

02.15.6 is proposed with the help of OpenFlow for requirements

f WBAN architecture. This protocol is used for wireless commu-

ication among the HUBs and the controller. HUBs are communi-

ated with the controller by using HUBsFlow. Therefore, the con-

roller manages the whole network from a central point. And the

ontrol and management functions of HUBs are given to the con-

roller and energy efficiency is provided by this way. Consequently,

 new network architecture with manageable and programmable

apabilities for WBAN architecture is proposed. 

Fig. 6 shows the communication mechanism of the HUBsFlow.

t used among the controller and the HUBs. In addition, this pro-

ocol is developed for the requirements and problems of WBANs.

s shown in Fig. 6 , the contention-based IEEE 802.15.6 standard

s used between the HUBs and the sensor nodes connected to the

UBs. This standard also supports CSMA/CA or Slotted-Aloha. In

his paper, CSMA/CA is preferred to achieve more realistic per-

ormance results. Fig. 6 also shows the control and management

uties of the controller in SD-WBAN. The controller controls the

UBs, manages the network, monitors the network traffic, and

eeps network statistics. It also provides effective and efficient dy-

amic channel assignment, executes channel bonding for QoS re-

uirements if necessary, updates dynamically the flow tables, con-

tructs a scalable network environment with a number of HUBs,

nd so on. These tasks provide a new network approach that ad-

resses energy-sensitive, scalable, and collaborative. 

The controller sends “HELLO” packets periodically to the HUBs

hich are in its coverage area for listing the HUBs. This process

s called Topology Discover. The HUBs which get “HELLO” pack-

ts send status information with “ECHO” packets to the controller.

he controllers obtain the status statistics of the HUBs via “ECHO”

ackets. Also, the HUBs request appropriate channel from the con-

roller for sending data. The controller provides fair and efficient

esource utilization with the statistical information based on status

nformation database. The controller, which continuously controls

he environment for effective and efficient resource allocation, also

rovides dynamic resource utilization by assigning the idle chan-

els to the requested HUBs. 

With the traditional approach for communication among HUBs,

nvironment sensing process using a contention-based protocol

ike CSMA/CA has to follow some stages after finding an idle chan-

el. This situation causes starvation that is expressed as a HUB that

ever can find idle channels among other HUBs. However, it is also

een that the HUBs with limited battery life waste some energy by

he sensing process. In our approach, the HUBs can obtain the ap-

ropriate channel information (without sensing process) with the

elp of a controller. So, the HUBs do not have to sense the envi-

onment in order to be able to send their data. In addition, the

aste of energy for these operations is also preserved and the de-

ay caused by this operation is also removed. Thus, an important

ontribution is made to the delay and energy efficiency, which are

ery important network performance parameters for the WBAN ar-

hitecture. 

In our SD-WBAN architecture, depending on the flow rule (in

he flow table) defined by the controller, HUB nodes send their

nformation to their neighbors and controller as unicast or multi-

ast (not broadcast). Therefore, the creation of data packets dupli-

ate can be controlled. In traditional WBAN architecture, however,

UBs broadcast the data packets continuously on the network. So,

verhead for data packets in conventional WBAN is higher than the

roposed SD-WBAN. 

In the SDN approach, firstly SDN enabled HUB checks the flow

ules in the flow table when a packet that needs to be forward-

ng to the other HUB (as relay nodes) or when needs to send the
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Fig. 6. Communication mechanism of HUBsFlow Interface Protocol. 
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acket (in its queue) to a destination. If there is no correspond-

ng flow rule, the HUB node sends a message to the controller,

hich we call PACKET-IN. Then the controller defines a new flow

ule according to this request from the HUB and sends the mes-

age to the HUB node. Thus, this flow rule takes place in the flow

able of HUB and HUB performs packet forwarding according to

his rule. All of the above actions cause some delay. The delay was

ound to be not more than about 3–5 ms in both our study and

n the literature [32,33] . The delay values have also been shown

o support the ISO / IEEE 11073 service quality requirement stan-

ard defined for WBAN. The controller can also manage delays in

eal time. The statuses of the HUBs, which are periodically taken

rom the HUBs, can be determined by the controller and thus the

ore prioritized HUB can bring the packets to the target with less

elay. 

In many protocols used for inter-WBAN, HUBs must continu-

usly sense the environment (to determine the state of idle chan-

el) for sending the packets in their queues. This process causes

ore energy consumption in dense sensor networks. In addition,

ne of the most important advantages of the 802.15.6 standard

s that many sensors can be conveniently managed by a HUB. In

his way, the sensors are active only in the time periods specified

y HUB, while in other cases they are put into sleep mode, thus

inimizing energy consumption (superframe and duty cycle ap-

roach) is provided. However, this approach is not developed for

nter-WBAN in the 802.15.6 standard [34] . In this context, as in the

ntra-WBAN architecture, inter-WBAN architecture is also provided

ith a central controller to control and manage the network and to

evelop a mechanism for active and sleep modes. Active and sleep

odes can be changed dynamically by the controller. Thus energy

fficiency of HUBs has been ensured. (Similar to the IEEE 802.15.6

rotocol’s superframe and duty cycle approach). 

.5. IEEE 802.15.6 standard 

The IEEE 802.15.6 standard [34] was developed to address ser-

ice differences in short distance communications between small
 t
evices that surround the human body. This standard that works

n physical and data link layers, suggests a star topology with one

nd two hops. In addition, the 802.15.6-based WBAN architecture

onsists of only one HUB and a large number of nodes connected

o it. The detailed performance analysis of WBAN architecture

ith IEEE 802.15.6 standard was performed in our another study

35] . 

In order to obtain appropriate results for different situations in

he WBAN architectures, the IEEE 802.15.6 standard defines three-

hannel access methods. These are beacon mode with beacon pe-

iod superframe boundaries, non-beacon mode with superframes,

nd a non-beacon mode without superframe. Each of these meth-

ds defines a superframe structure that better meets the specific

eeds of the application. When the IEEE 802.15.6 standard is used

or vital healthcare applications, the received information must be

orted according to the emergency traffic and to provide service

uality requirements over various appropriate time periods. In this

tudy, the beacon mode with beacon period superframe bound-

ries is used. 

With the Beacon mode with beacon period superframe bound-

ries, the working time is divided into time slots by the HUB as

uperframes. A beacon (B) is sent at the beginning of each slot.

his beacon contains the network information and the details of

he time slot. The nodes that want to connect to the network send

onnection request using information from beacon after getting a

eacon. Also, a beacon is used to synchronize to the HUB since the

eacon marks the beginning of the time slot. A beacon2 (B2) is the

acket used for contention access phase. In this phase, all nodes

each the environment in a contention based manner without pri-

rity. The details about the other modes are given in the reference

34] . 

IEEE 802.15.6 standard defines three types of access mecha-

ism named Random Access mechanism, Improvised and Unsched-

led Access Mechanism and Scheduled and Scheduled-Polling Ac-

ess Mechanisms. In this study, Random Access mechanism is used

nd the details of this mechanism are given below. The details of

he other mechanisms are given in the reference [34] . 
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Fig. 7. Beacon mode with superframe boundaries. 

Table 2 

User priority mapping (D: Data – M: Management). 

UP Traffic Packet Type 

CSMA/CA Slotted-ALOHA 

CW min CW max CP max CP min 

0 Background D 16 64 0.125 0.0625 

1 Best effort D 16 32 0.125 0.0937 

2 Excellent effort D 8 32 0.25 0.0937 

3 Video D 8 16 0.25 0.125 

4 Voice D 4 16 0.375 0.125 

5 Medical data D/M 4 8 0.375 0.1875 

6 High priority medical data D/M 2 8 0.5 0.1875 

7 Emergency D 1 4 1 0.25 
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Random Access mechanism: CSMA/CA or Slotted Aloha tech-

niques can be used for narrow and ultra-wideband physical layers

in this mechanism. As seen in Fig. 7 , these are the exclusive ac-

cess phase (EAP1, EAP2), the random access phase (RAP1, RAP2),

the management access phases (MAP1, MAP2) and the contention

access phases (CAP). While EAPs are used for high-priority network

traffic, RAP and CAP are used for contentious access. (Each access

phase, except RAP1, is optional.) So EAP, MAP2, RAP2 and CAP ac-

cess phases are zero length in our work. The access phases RAP1

and MAP1 are used in our superframe structure. RAP1 is used be-

tween the HUBs and the sensor nodes, while MAP1 is used be-

tween the HUBs and the controller. In the RAP1 access phase, the

different priorities given in Table 2 are used with the CSMA/CA

proposed by the IEEE 802.15.6. In MAP1, the HUBs and the con-

troller communicate with the HUBsFlow interface protocol. 

SD-WBAN is designed to be completely wireless. MAP (Manage-

ment Access Phase) is one of the access techniques used in the

IEEE 802.15.6 superframe structure. The MAP identifiers herein are

considered as the start and end time intervals of the MAP1 access

phase. The HUBsFlow interface protocol is intended for commu-

nication between the HUBs and the controller. The proposed pro-

tocol developed here is based on the 802.15.6 standard (physical

and data link layers properties). When the 802.15.6 standard is ex-

amined [34] , superframe structure and access methods are used

for communication between HUBs and sensor nodes. The use of

RAP1 from these access phases is mandatory. In our study, we de-

fined two phases in superframe structure as RAP1 and MAP1 ac-

cess phases. RAP1 is allocated for communication between HUB

and its connected nodes with, and MAP1 is allocated for com-

munication between HUBs and controller. In this way, the intra-

BAN and inter- WBAN communication time frames are isolated

from each other. This approach has enabled the use of the duty

cycle technique in both HUB and sensors (This approach normally

used only in intra-WBAN.). HUBs like sensor nodes are going to

sleep in certain periods to avoid wasting their energy instead of

staying active in their time period. 

m  
The user priorities (UP) for medium access in the IEEE 802.15.6

tandard are divided into 8 different access categories. The values

n the frame specify these priority values. These different types

f traffic are separated as urgent data, high priority medical data

r network control, medical data or network control, voice (VO),

ideo (VI), excellent effort (EE), best effort (BE). Also, these differ-

nt data traffics perform user preference with minimum and max-

mum contention window (CW) values for the CSMA/CA mecha-

ism. The minimum and maximum CW values for different users

nd traffic are shown in Table 2 . 

ISO/IEEE 11073 defines a set of medical application classes for

edical devices. Table 3 gives the bandwidth and delay values sup-

orted by the ISO/IEEE 11073 standard [36] . The service quality re-

uirements for the architecture proposed in this paper are based

n this table. ISO/IEEE 11073 personal health data standard; is a

et of standards that determine the interoperability of blood pres-

ure, blood, glucose monitors and similar personal health devices.

ecently, the need for a standard has arisen due to the increasing

opularity of the personal use of healthcare services and their sim-

ler communication model devices. For this reason, the ISO/IEEE

1073 personal health data standard achieving interoperability of

hese devices is an important part of the WBAN architecture. 

.6. SD-WBAN case scenario 

A case scenario is shown in Fig. 8 for SD-WBAN and a floor of

he hospital is taken into consideration. Designing the MAC tech-

ique for a multi-storey building is very difficult for mobile WBAN

sers. In this context, a new dynamic, flexible, and hardware in-

ependent approach that can respond quickly to network topology

hanges, such as the SDN approach will be a viable solution to this

roblem [37] . 

HUBs that periodically communicate with the controller in each

oor will be in touch with other controllers as soon as they arrive

t another coverage area of the controller and continue its trans-

ission an appropriate channel. So, collisions, starvation, energy
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Table 3 

Applications from IEEE from 11073. 

Class: Data Type Latency Bandwidth 

A: Alarms/Alerts/Positional 

Alerts (real-time) 

A1: < 200 ms 64 bytes per alarm 

A2: < 3 s 

B: Patient State < 3 s 64 bytes per alarm 

C: Sensor watchdog/heartbeat < 60 s 64 bytes per hour 

D: Reminder < 3 s 1632 bytes per alarm 

E: Physiologic parameters 

(real-time) 

< 3 s 20 bytes/param at E1: 0.5 to E2: 5 Hz 

F: Telemetry Waveforms 

(real-time) 

< 300 ms ECG: [F1: 3-lead 2.4 kbps, F2: 5-lead 

10 kbps, F3: 12-lead 72 kbps], F4: 

Ventilator: 50–60 bps, F5: SpO2: 

20–120 bps 

Fig. 8. SD-WBAN case scenario (a floor of the hospital). 
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onsumption, and inter-WBAN interference problems can be mini-

ized. Also the packet loss ratio, bit error rate are decreased, and

he throughput parameter is increased in this way. The simulations

esults in Riverbed Modeler have supported these advantages as

hown in the next section. 

. Simulation results 

WBAN with various priority classes and the controller as the

nit of the control plane in SD-WBAN architecture are designed
ith Riverbed Modeler software. Riverbed Modeler is an object-

riented and discrete time simulation program that presents a

isual simulation environment. Hierarchical modeling layers, net-

ork links, data packets, wired/wireless nodes, and protocols can

e developed, modeled and simulated in different editors of the

iverbed Modeler [38] . 

The topology in the Riverbed Modeler simulation software

s given in Fig. 9 . As seen in the figure, there are 3 HUBs,

 sensor nodes connected to each HUB, 1 controller and 1

ateway. 
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Fig. 9. SD-WBAN topology in Riverbed Modeler. 

Table 4 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Simulation time 300 s 

Network coverage area 100 m x 100 m 

Frequency 2400 to 2483.5 GHz 

Number of node and HUB devices 24 - 3 

Number of Controller 1 

Bandwidth 1 MHz 

Data rate 971.4 kbps 

Packet payload size 100 bytes 

Packet interarrival time (Generated using 

the exponential distribution function) 

UP7 = 0.1 s UP3 = 2 s 

UP6 = 0.2 s UP2 = 10 s 

UP5 = 0.5 s UP1 = 20 s 

UP4 = 1 s UP0 = 20 s 

Initial energy 50 Joule 

HUB status transmission period 15 s 

MicaZ parameter [39,40] 

Battery 2 AA (3 V) 

P TX (Power consumed by the node during −10 dBm = 11 mA 

receive state) −5 dBm = 14 mA 

0 dBm = 17.4 mA 

P RX (Power consumed by the node during 

transmission state) 

27.7 mA 

P Idle (Power consumed by the node during 

idle state) 

35 μA 

P Sleep (Power consumed by the node during 

sleep state) 

16 μA 
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The simulation parameters are given in Table 4 , and two dif-

ferent network scenarios are considered in this paper. The first

scenario is executed as traditional WBAN architecture (using IEEE

802.15.6) that consists of the HUBs, the sensor nodes, and a gate-

way. The SD-WBAN architecture (using HUBsFlow interface proto-

col) is performed in the second scenario with the controller that

utilizes the control and management processes among HUBs. These
cenarios are compared with each other for performance analysis.

oth scenarios have 24 sensor nodes and 3 HUBs. Each HUB man-

ges 8 sensor nodes which have different priorities and various

ata rates. The priority values are categorized as high to low as

P7, UP6, UP5, UP4, UP3, UP2, UP1, and UP0. UP7 has 10 packets

 second, UP6 5 packets / second, UP5 2 packets / second, UP4 1

acket / second, UP3 0.5 packet / second, UP2 0.1 packet / second,
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Fig. 10. The SD-WBAN nodes’ throughput results. 

Fig. 11. Throughput results of traditional WBAN and SD-WBAN. 
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Fig. 12. SD-WBAN nodes’ delay results for different user priorities. 
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P1 and UP0 0.05 packet / second data rates. Because WBAN has

 heterogeneous network structure, each node has different data

ates and different tasks. For example, the UP7 sensor node is as-

umed that it has 72,0 0 0 bps as ECG medical data. Therefore, SPO 2 ,

ccelerometer and glucose and etc. medical data are assumed sim-

larly. The packets are generated by exponential distribution func-

ion for more realistic simulation environment. 

MicaZ node operating parameters are used for realistic simu-

ation results [39] . The energy consumption values (P RX, P TX, P Idle, 

 Sleep ) are used on the basis of the Zigbee protocol designed in the

iverbed Modeler simulation program [40] . 

The SD-WBAN nodes’ throughput results are given in Fig. 10 .

he highest priority nodes’ data must be reached to the gateway

ithout loss. In the same way, all sensor nodes’ data reach to

he gateway without loss as a result of SD-WBAN approach. In

nter-WBAN communication, the controller assigns time slots to

he HUBs for getting the wireless environment. This approach al-

owed the HUBs to deliver different priority and size packets in

heir queues without loss. The obtained results are compared with

he literature, and the throughput results are consistent [15,35,41] .
In Fig. 11 , throughput results are compared with the tradi-

ional WBAN and the SD-WBAN architecture. With the SD-WBAN

rchitecture, all packets sent by the sensor nodes are transmit-

ed without loss, whereas traditional WBAN architecture causes

he data loss. The data loss is the result of using the contention

ased CSMA/CA in IEEE 802.15.6 standard that causes packet col-

isions and starvation. So, the throughput performance reduces.

he network throughput performance is increased owing to the

ontroller that manages and controls the wireless environment in

nter-WBAN. The HUBs collect data from sensor nodes, and some-

imes they must use the bonded channels for sending high data

ates to the gateway. So, in the proposed SD-WBAN architecture

he controller has channel bonding capabilities for better through-

ut performance. 

The SD-WBAN nodes’ end-to-end delay (eed) results are given

n Fig. 12 . As can be understood from the figure, UP7 node has

he lowest eed and UP0 has the highest eed. The differences be-

ween eed values are caused by assigning different CW values to

he various priority nodes in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. The eed

s occurred with calculating total delay between the sensor nodes-

he HUB and the HUB-the gateway. Therefore, it is observed that

he newly proposed HUBsFlow interface protocol does not increase

he eed, and the eed values are fulfilled the ISO/IEEE 11073 stan-

ard QoS requirements given in Table 3 . The obtained results are

ompared with the literature, and the delay results are consistent

15,42] . 

In Fig. 13 , the packet loss ratios (PLR) are compared with the

raditional WBAN and the SD-WBAN architecture. It is seen that

he PLR is low in the SD-WBAN architecture, whereas the PLR is

igh in the traditional WBAN architecture as a result of the SDN

pproach used. The packet loss is defined as the inability of one

r more packets to reach the destination and the PLR is one of

he most important metrics for the WBAN architecture. In tradi-

ional WBAN architecture, the HUBs can be exposed to more col-

ision and packet drop in the wireless environment. However, in

he SD-WBAN architecture, this challenges are minimized with the

elp of the controller. The results show that the proposed approach

s advantageous in the minimization of the PLR. In Fig. 14 , the bit

rror rates (BER) are compared with the traditional WBAN and the

D-WBAN architecture. The BER is low in the SD-WBAN architec-

ure, whereas the BER is high in the traditional WBAN architecture.

he BER results obtained by the Riverbed Modeler simulation pro-

ram show that the architecture of SD-WBAN is more successful.
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Fig. 13. Packet loss ratios of traditional WBAN and SD-WBAN. 

Fig. 14. Bit error rates of traditional WBAN and SD-WBAN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Average energy consumption results of traditional WBAN and SD-WBAN. 
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The HUBs can use channels with the help of the controller and

thus the BER is reduced considerably. 

In Fig. 15 , the average energy consumption results are com-

pared with the traditional WBAN and the SD-WBAN architecture.

In our study, energy consumption is calculated by considering

packet transmission, packet receive, idle and sleep modes. These

calculations are occurred with reference to the MicaZ energy mod-

ule default values given in Table 4 . As can be seen in the figure,

the average energy consumption of the SD-WBAN architecture is

better than the traditional architecture. The main reason for this is

that the HUBs in the SD-WBAN architecture do not have to sense

the environment to detect the appropriate channels and send the

packets. 

The routing, transmission, reception and idle status of HUB

nodes are controlled by a central controller. Thus, SD-WBAN op-

timizes the tasks of HUB nodes to minimize energy consump-

tion while taking advantage of the overall outlook of the network.

Therefore, the proposed protocol is also useful for extending the

network lifetime. The main reason for the higher energy consump-

tion in traditional WBAN is that HUBs continuously sense the en-

vironment to transmit their packets. 24 sensors and 3 HUBs in

a busy environment to send a continuous packets makes the en-
ironment more difficult to access. Additionally distributed MAC

echniques are not energy sensitive because they are contention

ased. Therefore, it has been seen that a controller that manages

nd coordinates the HUBs in the environment is also of great im-

ortance in term of energy efficiency. Finally, it is observed that

he HUBsFlow interface protocol used in the SD-WBAN architecture

s energy-sensitive. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, an SDN-enabled WBAN approach for heteroge-

eous and complex network infrastructures is proposed. With this

pproach, a new WBAN architecture (SD-WBAN) is designed with

 manageable, dynamic, energy sensitive and more flexible struc-

ure. A new interface protocol called HUBsFlow, which is respon-

ible for all communication processes between the HUBs and the

ontroller, is also developed to increase the WBAN performance re-

ults based on SDN approach. The network performance parame-

ers such as throughput, end-to-end delay, packet loss ratios, bit

rror rates, and average energy consumption are examined with

he Riverbed Modeler simulation software and the results are com-

ared with the traditional WBAN architecture. According to the re-

ults obtained, it has been found that the overall performance of

he WBAN architecture increases, and according to the various pri-

rities, ISO/IEEE 11073 standard meets the QoS requirements and

ives positive results in all network performance parameters com-

ared to the traditional WBAN architecture. This paper also shows

hat the SDN approach plays a key role in the control and manage-

ent processes of the WBAN architecture with a complex network

nfrastructure. Future studies are planned to develop the controller

sing various artificial intelligence techniques with different sce-

arios. 
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